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PROGRAMMING CONSIDERATIONS AND
PRINTED OUTPUT FROM THE MODEL
A GREAT DEAL OF DEVELOPMENT and testing remains before the
NBER model can be used to evaluate programs and policies. Even
so, the current version of the NBER model advances the state of the
art of building urban simulation models.
In Chapter 9 we described some of our own plans for further
development of the model. We hope, however, that others will
develop the model along other lines or incorporate some of the
model's novel features into urban simulation models of their own
design. In this appendix we seek to facilitate this process by providing
a brief discussion of the programming of the NBER model.'
This appendix contains a discussion of the running times of the
NBER model and its submodels, followed by a display of illustrative
printed output from the program. These sample tables and the
supporting narrative provide some of the sense of model operations
missing from chapters 3 and 4. However, the final section, a brief
description of programming considerations, will probably interest only
programmers and computer enthusiasts.
1. We considered including flow charts and program listings but did not provide these
materials, which run to 130 pages, because the audience is small and because the NBER
Urban Simulation Model is under continuous development. Therefore, persons interested in
using the NBER model or in developing it further should contact the authors to obtain
program listings of more highly developed and improved versions of the model. We will
make every effort to make both up-to-date listings and program decks available to interested
parties.176 Appendix A
Computer Running Times for the Model
The model has been run on both the IBM 360/67and the IBM
360/91. A year's simulation requires less than two minutes of CPU
(central processing unit) time on the 360/91 and approximately seven
minutes of CPU time on the 360/67. Table A.! shows representative
running times by submodel for the two machines. These times depend
upon not only the size of the problem but also the compiler and the
input data. Considerable variation has been noted between calibration
runs and between years within the same calibration run. In Chapter 9
we described a number of changes in program design incorporated
into Pittsburgh I that reduced the program's running time while at
the same time increasing its dimensions. Running times of Pittsburgh I
are about half those of the Detroit Prototype.
Level G compilation of FORTRAN routines results in object
programs which generally run much more slowly than Level H (option
2) compilations of the same routine operating on the same data.
Table A.!
Table of Running Times
Typical Running Times
a
IBM 360/91 IBM 360/67
Submodel Program Subroutines (CPU seconds) (CPU seconds)
Filtering FILTER, FLTR 0.35 0.87
Industry NDSTRY 0.10 0.20
Mover MOVE, SCOOP 3.40 31.56
Demand DEMND 1.31 7.73
Supply SUPPLY, SORTS, SORTH1,
SELECT 5.14 26.57




Other MAIN, TRVLU 9.78 21.77
Total 98.28 420.59
Note: Subroutine INPUT reads cards for the initial startup, and is not therefore
included above. It required 5.15 CPU seconds on the IBM 360/91 and 10.91 CPU
seconds on the IBM 360/67.
a. For each year simulated. Problem size: 19 work zones, 44 residential zones, 27
housing types, 72 household types.Appendix A 177
Running times for the movers submodel have been reduced 50 per
cent by using H-compiled object decks on the IBM 360/91 and 20
per cent by using H-compiled decks on the 360/67 under the same
conditions. The H compilation appears to make more difference on
a 360/91 because the machine's sequence of operation is frequently
quite different from the sequence of steps encountered in the
program.
The advances in computer technology cannot be overstated. Five
years ago this model would have been so expensive to run that very
little, if any, use could have been made of it in testing alternative
policies. Today the operating costs of the model are almost trivial
by comparison. We have had experience in programming models
beginning with the IBM 709 in 1959 and subsequently with the IBM
7090, the 7094, the 360/50, the 360/67, and now the 360/91. Past
experience suggests that a single year's simulation run of the Detroit
Prototype would have taken from forty-five minutes to an hour of
computation time on a 7094 and probably another twenty minutes
for tape storage. This assumes, of course, that enough, core storage
existed on a 7094 to run a model of this size, and that is not true by
a factor of two. An IBM 7090 would have required at least four
hours, and the old 709 would have taken a whole day for a single
year's run. In the late 1950s the Detroit Prototype would have cost
at least $7,200 per simulated year, and today it costs less than $50
for the same simulation on the 360/91 and $90 per simulated year on
the IBM 360/67. Although these figures are very reasonable, one must
remember that the model will typically be run for several simulation
periods, so the cost per simulation run is a multiple of the single-
period cost.
Printed Output from the Program
In the course of a run, the Detroit Prototype of the NBER Urban
Simulation Model performs a great many operations in order to
simulate the processes of urban growth and development. The quality
level of the housing stock is altered, employment levels are changed,
moving households are generated, the stock of dwelling units is
augmented, and movers are allocated to the available units. In178 Appendix A
addition to these primary tasks, many bookkeeping functions are
performed as arrays are updated, prices are formed, and trip
distributions are revised. Indeed, the model performs so many
functions in each time period that a complete reporting of even one
time period's activities would produce an indigestible quantity of
computer printout. Therefore, it is necessary to have an efficient
way of summarizing and controlling the information produced by the
model during each run.
Since the model will be used for many purposes, as sensitivity
analyses are run and different policy impact studies are carried out,
a series of print control options has been incorporated which enable
the model output to be varied between different simulation runs as
well as between different time periods within a run. The output
provided by the model during each time period is controlled by a
series of print "switches" that are reset for each model period. At
the beginning of a time period the model reads three cards which
specify which summary tables are to be produced for that period.
This option permits the analyst to obtain a full report of the model's
activities in some periods and an abbreviated or summary report of
activities for others. The list of reports controlled by the print switch
option in the Detroit Prototype is shown in Table A.2.
Although most reports can be controlled by the output option,
some are automatically produced during every time period. For
example, in each time period the model maps location rents or land
prices for each residence zone. Figure A.1, a plot of land prices by
residence zone for a calibration run, illustrates these maps. The
values are printed in positions which approximate the location of
each of the 44 residence zones in the Detroit modeled area. All maps
indicate the housing type and the year of the simulation run.
The exhibits included in this appendix illustrate typical output
formats for several of the print switch options. Exhibits A.! and A.2
illustrate two of the five possible tables which summarize the activities
performed by the filtering submodel. They show the number of units
of each structure group that have filtered between quality levels 1
and 2 in each of the forty-four residence zones. The first six structural
groups are single-family detached units. The last three are multiple-
family structures.




Number Causes the Printing of:
1 Report on filtering activities performed
2 List of profit scores too low to be used
3 Table of structural conversions performed; by zone and type of conversion
made (prohibitions by zoning ordinances are included in this list)
4 Option 3 including impossible but potentially profitable conversions (impos-
sible because required inputs do not exist in the zone).
5 Summary of conversions which were performed in each zone (input and output
housing type omitted)
6 List of unfilled demands, numbers created as outputs, and numbers consumed
as inputs for each house type (zone of activities is omitted)
7 Report of employment updates which attempt to cause negative totals within
a work zone (nonnegativity is maintained whether reported or not)
8 Report of new employment totals by work zone and employment group
9 Report of net change in employment by work zone and employment group
10 Report of prices of all housing types and land types by residence zone which
were in effect at the beginning of the simulation year
11 Report of initial estimates of prices for all housing and land types in each
residence zone resulting from the market
12 Report of shadow prices (location rent) on all housing types in each residence
zone
13 Report of adjusted prices on all housing and land types, which reflect a blend
of initial estimates and old prices; will be used as next year's prices
14 Report of net change in prices between this year's prices and next year's prices
15 Report of household totals by residence zone and income class after movers
have been located
16 Report of net change in household totals by residence zone and income class
17 (Unused at this time)
18 (Unused at this time)
19 List of inputs to each market problem for each housing type: number of families
by workplace and income, and number of dwelling units available by resi-
dence zone
20 List of average perceived travel cost for each solution of the market problem;
one per housing type
21—70 List of solutions to the market problem for house-types 1 through 50.
71—120Matrix of perceived travel costs used in the market problem for house-types
1 through 50
Exhibit A..3 is the first page of the list of conversion activities which
were considered by the supply submodel in the sample calibration
run. The activities, listed in their order of profitability, consist of
all transformations for which inputs were available at the beginning180 Appendix A
Figure A.1
Plot of Location Rents (Land Prices) by Residence Zone, Year 3































ofthe supply submodel's operation. The column labeled "SCORE"
indicates the profitability of each activity.
Supply activities in Exhibit A.3 are described by residence zone,
ZN; by input housing type, IN; and by output housing type, OUT.
Activity levels associated with each possible transfbrmation are
described by the number of output structures produced, STRUT
OUT; the number of output dwelling unts produced, D. U. OUT;











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Number of Units Filtering Up from Level 2 to Level 1,
Classified by Structural Group
UNITSFILTERING UP LEVEL 2 TO LEVEL I
STRUCTURE GROUP NUMBER
ZONE 1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9
1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
2 42.0 37.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ..O 0.0
3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 20.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
14 0.0 0.0 743.0 187.0 122.0 26.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
5 35.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 247.0 68.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
6 82.0 79.0 368.0 29.0 369.0 67.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
7 213.0 0.0 575.0 88.0 82.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
8 380.0 0.0 38.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
9 0.0 0.0 123.0 0.0 0.0 80.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
10 379.0 66.0 0,0 224.0 97.0 91.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
11 51.0 0.0 18.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
12 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
13 661.0 204.0 327.0 156,0 133.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
14 471.0 662.0 0.0 230.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
15 0.0 0.0 0.0 408.0 0.0 49.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
16 319.0 398.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
17 0.0 0.0 106.0 280.0 0.0 110.0 0.0 10.0 0.0
18 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
19 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
20 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 130.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
21 857.0 133.0 0.0 299.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0
22 0.0 0.0 0.0 377.0 0.0 42.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
23 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
24 0.0 360.0 156.0 49.0 0.0 28.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
25 0.0 111,0 0.0 0.0 214.0 59.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
26 0.0 253.0 141.0 593.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
27 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
28 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
29 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
30 364.0 393.0 0.0 191.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
31 172.0 980.0 0.0 133.0 0,0 s.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
32 154.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 26.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
33 0.0 186.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
34 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
35 0.0 0.0 0.0 82.0 0.0 31.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
36 28.0 36.0 0.0 0.0 35.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
37 70.0 260.0 110.0 141.0 0.0 83.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
38 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
39 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 30.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
leO 0.0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
41 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
42 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
43 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
44 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
asinputs in residence'zone 22 during the modeled period. Similarly,
from inspection of the constraints column it is apparent that the next
two activities are constrained by available input Units as well but
that the fourth most profitable activity is limited by the demand
constraint. The fifth and sixth most profitable activities are again
constrained by the number of input units available for transformation
while the seventh is limited by both a demand constraint and a zoning
prohibition.
All activities in Exhibit A.3 are listed according to their profit
score with the exception of the activity which follows the message
"SEARCHING LIST FOR 17 CAUSED BY 5 17244.143."Appendix A 183
Exhibit A.3
List of Supply Submodel Activities
Classified by Profitability
'CONVERSIONS'MADE BY CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY FOR YEAR 17
CONSTRAI NT?
ZN NOUT STRUT OUT D. U. OUT 0. U.IN SCORE IN DM1) ZN
22 18 23 2.0 12.0 1.0 10.6 a — —t
22 17 22 166.0 996.0 83.0 10.0 I —
22 20 23 3,0 18,0 12.0 9,7 * — —
22 16 22 1744,0 101.64.0 872,0 8.7 —* —
22 16 23 1082,0 6692,0 561.0 7.1 a — —
22Il 23 1460,0 8760.0 730.0 7.1 * — —
36 18 22 0,0 0.0 0.0 6.8 I —**
22 12 23 22,0 132.0 11.0 6.1 * — —
40 18 23 0.0 0.0 0,0 5.8 * — —
35 18 20 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.7 — a —
40 18 22 0,0 0,0 0.0 5.7 — **
22 10 23 28.0 168,0 14,0 5.6 * — —
36 18 23 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.6 — —*
36 lB 20 0,0 0.0 0.0 5.4 —* —
36 11 22 0.0 0.0 0,0 5,2 —**
36 18 21 0.0 0,0 0.0 5.2 —* —
39 8 19 0.0 0.0 0,0 4.9 — a —
3 8 23 28.0 168.0 14,0 4.9 — a —
39 8 20 0.0 0,0 0.0 4.9 —* —
35 8 19 0.0 0.0 0,0 4,8 — * —
41 8 21 0.0 0.0 0.0 4,8 —* —
61 8 20 0.0 0,0 0.0 6,1 —* —
36 8 21. 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.7 — —
38 6 19 0.0 0.0 0.0 4,7 —* —,
36 8 19 0,0 0.0 0,0 4,6 —* —I
35 8 21 0,0 0.0 0.0 4.6 —* —
36 7 20 0,0 0,0 0.0 4,5 — —I
39 6 19 0,0 0,0 0.0 4.5 — *
36 6 22 0,0 0,0 0.0 6.3 —**
40 8 20 0.0 0,0 0.0 4.2 —* —
36 6 19 0.0 0.0 0.0 4,2 —* —
5 7 24 466.0 2796.0 233.0 6.1 * — —
SEARCHIr, LIST FOR $7 CAUSED RY 51724 4.143
38 8 7 31.0 31,0 31.0 5.2
36 7 9 0.0 00 0.0 4.1 — * —
36 7 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 4,0 — a*
40 8 9 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.0 — *—I
39Il 9 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.9 — * —I
61 8 9 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.8 — A
38 7 9 0.0 0,0 0.0 3.7 — *
38 1 20 0,0 0,0 0.0 3,6 — a
37 72. 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.6 — a*
27 6 $9 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.6 — * —I
60 8 21 0.0 0.0 0.0 3,6 —* —
Untilthe activity preceding this message was encountered, current-
period expected demand for type-17 units had been satisfied for the
entire modeled area. The preceding activity, however, used 233 units
of housing type 17 as an input to produce 2,796 units of type 24. In
this case, reducing the available number of type-17 units also relaxed
the demand constraint for that housing type. At this point the
submodel re-examines the list of profitable activities, called the
*ITEMP* list, to determine whether an earlier, more profitable
activity that produces type 17 had been passed over because of the184 Appendix A
demand constraint. In this case one such activity was found and
reported under the message.
In addition to the list of individual supply activities shown in
Exhibit A.3, the supply submodel reports the summaries shown in
exhibits A.4 and A.5. As shown in Exhibit A.4, the detail about
housing types has been suppressed. The printout is a summary of the
Exhibit A.4
Summary of Supply Activities Classified by Residence Zone
SI)0I?.IARYOF FOR YEAR17
1014€rio wiirsOUTPuT UIIITSI IIPIIT LAIU3 I4IPUT
3 0.0 0.1) 0.')
2 8579,0000 895.01)0') 0.0
S 2097.0000 123.0000 0.0
9 0.0 0.0 0.0
5 838.0001) 0.0
8 1992.0000 366.000') 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
S 0.0 0.0 0.0
9 0.0 0.0 0,9
30 0.0 0.') 0.4)
II 1956.0000 163.0000 0.0
32 225.0900 90,0000 0.0
35 90.0900 00.1)000 0.0
45 0.0 0.0 0.0
IS 0.0 0.0 0.1)
IS 0.0 0.0 0.0
37 355.0000 256.0000 0.0
IS 0.0 0.0 0.0
19 12.0000 1.0000 0.0
20 0.0 0.0 0.0
23 0.0 0.0 0.0
22 29152.04100 2394.0000 0.9
25 0.0 0.1) 0.0
25 0.0 0.1) 0.0
25 0.0 0.1) 0.0
26 3236.0000 103.0000 0.0
27 605,0000 535.0000 0.1)
20 990,0000 990,0000 0.0
29 1091.0900 1091.0000 0.0
30 405.0000 92,0000 0.1)
118.0000 118,0000 0,9
32 100.0000 09.0001) 0.0
35 0.0 0.0 0.9
39 600.0000 610.0000 0.0
35 0.0 0.0 0.0
36 0.0 0.0 0.0
17 179.0000 179.1)001) 0.0
38 0,0 0.0 0.0
39 653.0000 253,1)000 0.9
81) 0,0 0.0 0.2
81 0.0 0,0 0.0
82 0.0 0.0 0.0
83 0.0 0,0 0.0
88 822.0006 182.0000 0.0
ExhibitA.5
Summary of Supply Activities Classified by Housing Type
OUIIS4ARYOF COI1YERSIOP4S BY TYPO
HOUSE TYPE UNFILLF.I) OENANO tJIflTSIMPUT UNITS OUTPUT
O —15200,1100 0.0 0.0
2 —6056,900 0.0 0.0
3 -5065.000 33.000 0.0
9 —1986,000 77,000 0.0
2 —2898.000 0,0 0.0
• —2218,000 5318.000 0.0
1 —15178.000 0.0 0.0
2 —51139.000 0.0 0.0
8 —8037,000 0.0 0.0
00 -6983.000 35.000 0.0
II —1051.000 730.000 0.0
II —5370,000 25*5.000 0.0
03 —6057.000 0.0 0.0
IS 01.000 0.0 0.0
IS 0.1) 0.0 33.000
IS —8,000 1817,000 0,0
II 43.0 919,000 5165.000
IS 0.0 569,000 328.000
19 .9068.006 0.0 0.0
20 —8382,900 12.000 0.0
20 —15728.000 0.0 0,0 II .11,000 027.000 11568.000
25 —6.000 88,000 15798,01)0
08 0.0 0,0 08776,01)0
09 —22.000 0.0 41)95.000
25 .3,900 0,0 3590.01)0
27 —5517.008 0.0 0.0
22 •... 0.0 0.0Appendix A 185
total number of dwelling units used as inputs, and the number of
acres of land used for new construction in each residence zone. For
example, no units are produced by the model in the first zone; as a
result, no existing units were used as inputs nor was any vacant land
used. In the second zone, however, 4,579 dwelling units were
produced during the period by transforming 463 input units.
In contrast, in Exhibit A.5 the zonal detail is suppressed, and the
supply activities are summarized by housing type. The summaries
indicate how many units of each type were produced as outputs and
how many were used as inputs during the time period. The printout
also shows the level of unfilled demand for each housing type during
this time period, with negative numbers indicating a surplus of the
given type and positive numbers indicating a shortage. Housing type
14 is the only one with positive unfilled demand. From Exhibit A.5,
then, it is apparent that there was a surplus of all but five types of
unit at the end of the period. Since these "surpluses" include an
allowance for normal vacancies, the unfilled demand figures listed in
Exhibit A.5 will usually be negative.
Several other reports are available which describe each housing
submarket in detail, but they are too lengthy to display for any of
our actual simulations. A smaller version of the model— 10 (residence)
by 10 (workplace)—used to debug the program, can be used to
illustrate these more detailed tables. Exhibit A6, which presents
sample output from the market-clearing submodel of one of these
10 by 10 examples, illustrates the format used in the Detroit
Prototype. The first section of the exhibit contains a list of the
demanders of housing type 1 by work zone and income class.
Households in which the primary wage earner is employed in zone 1
and belongs to income class 3 are identified by the mnemonic 1.3*.
Exhibit A.6
Sources and Sinks for Market-clearing Submodel:
10 X 10 Version
SOURCE-SulkPROBLEM TO Ilk SOLVED FOR HOUSE TYPE I
SOURCES (FAMILIES SEEKING HOUSES)
I—I.I—I.3—I. 5—I.Il—I.7—)•9—I.9—I.IS—I.I—S. 3—2.s—I.5—2.6—2.7—).9—2*9—2.10—i.
I—S.2—3.3—3.b—S.5—3.6—3.7—3.8—3.I—i.10—3.I—b.2—b.3—b.b—b. 6—b.7.4*9.4.9.4.ID—b.
0. 0. o. e. o. o. o. 0. 0. 0. bO. 0. 0, 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
SUM • 350.
9111k9 (HOUSES AVAILABLE BY ZONE) I. 2. 3.1. 5.5. 7. 9.9. 0.
32. 5.20. 62.ii.22.25.58.IS. 79.186 Appendix A
In the example shown in the exhibit there are 140householdsin
group 1 in the current model
period. Altogether 340householdsdemand type 1 housing in this
period. The second section of Exhibit A.6 contains a list of the
number of type-i units available in each of the ten residence zones
in this period. In all, 347 type-i units are available. In this section
zone 1 is represented as 1*, and so on.
The transportation cost matrix, shown in Exhibit A.7, contains
entries only for those rows and columns with nonzero inputs. For
example, since there are no families in income class 1 who work in
zone 1 and demand a type-i house, the row labeled is omitted
from the problem. Similarly, if type-i houses had been unavailable in
one or more residence zones, these columns would have been
omitted.
In order to solve a transportation algorithm the number of
SOURCES must equal the number of SINKS. The example shown
in exhibits A.6 and A.7 has more SINKS (units available total 347)
than SOURCES (households total 340). Therefore, the number of
SOURCES has been increased by adding 7 households to the model
in the class These fictitious households have no transportation
costs, and when they occupy a dwelling unit, it is actually vacant. If
there had been more demanders than available units, a fictitious
zone (11*) would have been created with enough capacity to house
the excess demanders.
The solution of the assignment problem and the zonal assignments
of the various households are summarized in Exhibit A.8. The matrix
in the exhibit is bordered on its top and left sides by the shadow
prices associated with the solution. These shadow prices on residence
zones (columns) are the location rents of house type 1 in each of the
zones. The shadow prices on the workplaces for each income group
Exhibit A.7
Interzonal Transportation Costs
TRAIISPORIMIOFICOSTS FOR SEC8VRS OF HOUSE TYPE1
1. 2. 5• 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10.
12• 0.0 8.0 8.5 49.6 61.8 109.0 100.1. 90.7 100.0 111.3
I3. 0.0 8.8 9.2 54.1 61.5 118.9 109.9 109.1 121.1.
3 3. 9.2 5.5 0.0 .4.4 87.1 110.9 95.3 88.4 105.6 77.6
I4 0.0 9.5 10.0 58.6 73.1 128.9 118.7 107.2 118.2 131.6
51.. 10.0 5.7 0.0 1.8.1 91..'. 120.1 103.2 95.8 114.1. 84.1
1.1.. 58.6 35.0 '.8.1 0.0 75.8 95.1 85.8 64.5 59.1 84.9
7 1.. 118.7 113.0 103.2 85.8 15.1 II.!) 0.1) 24.3 14.5 21.2
B1.. 101.2 95.7 95.8 64.3 18.0 59.6 24.3 0.0 19.0 24.3
9 4. 118.2 117.3 114.4 59.1 28.3 27.2 14.3 10.0 0.0 12.9
I5. 0.0 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.9 0.0Appendix A 187
Exhibit A.8
Solution Matrix and Shadow Prices
7. B• 9• 00.
13. 22. 12. 0.
0. -0. 0. 1.0.
0. 515. 16. 8.
8. 0. 0. 20.
0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 5.
II. 0. 8. 0.
20. 0. 6. 0.
0. 2. 0. 0.
0. 0. 3. 0.
0. 0. 0. 7.
(rows)may indicate a wage gradient among work zones. Currently
we make no use of these wage gradients, but we find them intriguing
and plan further investigation of their properties.
Another series of reports describes the price formation section of
the market-clearing submodel. Approximately the first half of each
of the four possible price matrices is shown in exhibits A.9 through
A.12. These price matrices have the dimensions 28 (27 unit types
Exhibit A.9
Current Year's Expected

































































0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
O3. 121. 0. 0. 6. 22. 27. 8.
3 3• 77. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
1 022. 52. 1*. 101*. 0. 0. 0.















81* 22. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
9 5. 02. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
O 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
I 2 9
26 27































11.2.105.1.0.0150.030.86. 187.11*2.65. 316.*60.120.061.89.20. 20.20.62.
065.107.77. 089.ISO.CO. 2551.065.87. 203.089.Ill.1025.01.88.65.55.20.69.
065.021.35. 19).130.97.2510.065.108. 556.0910.100.056.100.20.106.1.1.20.71..
060.110.010. 075.032. 71*.1106,ICO.100. 270.176.028.01*2.08.59.10085.55.56,
155.1.1.13. 01*0.055.16. 21*8.155.43. 505.580.059.12.51..53.20.53.9.20.
173.132.lOS. 252.160.80.3010.173.107. 1.00.252.ISO.209.121.70.015.85.87.57.
054.01.1..85. 208.111*.110. 512.059.010. 322.200.023.191.1)9.78.175.95.56.95.
1105.81.98. 21.0.134.001. 289.165.110. 372.21*0.01.1.1113.120.79.105.67.1.8.63.
072.01.5.92. 225.074.95. 270.072.105. 389.225.121.008.023.79.075.95.54.
003.ISO.120. 295.062.007. 232.053.122. 360.295.200.250.032.30.250.9).20.75.
255.204.108. 268.17).029. 209.255.110.321*.268.080.224.052.95.150.009.60.9).
2107.559.122. 305.195..01.6. 231.267.0.5. 56?.505.208.20.0.068.98.Ill.035.56.1.5.
2100.31.5.009. 320.203.077.21.9.286.131. 386.520.215.296.2010.105.220.075.51.55.
065.130.82.182.031*.65. 230.061.106.300.182.017.096.125.10.085.65.29.98.
21.9.7)5.*01*. 230.120.036. 221.25.11.119. 382.730.ISO.220.38.94.375..796.1050.227.
100. 060.06.20)..12)..1018. 295. 058.11.7.230. 208. Ill. 3511. 205.1110.152. 103.5?.50.1.0.20.85.188 Appendix A
Exhibit A.1O
Estimated. Prices for Market Simulation (Dwelling Units and Land),
Housing Types 1-28, Year 1
I 1. 3 8 5 6 7I 9 10II 52II 54II 155 57 IS 511 25) 25 22 25 28 25
26 212*
ZONE
55III.520.86.lOS.151.83.562.119.553.285). 203.99. 588.508.17.6.365. 355. 250. 156.III.30, 355. 357.II, 100.
502.67. 50.
25121.III.67. 157.Ill.69, 152.tIC,91,285).502.II.II?.165.55)11.350. 304. 2*7. 562.503.78. 381. 305.69.95.
87.53.44.
35529.114.67.III.574.09. III.114.37. 263.594.*5.51.5.508.III. 365. 307. 288.168. 505,75, 388. 305.70.97.
50.53.57. II522.5537,II,176.161,70.58*.506.99. 23*.585.II. 595.557. 115. 362. 501. 285. IS).101.7*.316. 25*.*4.9*.
500, 537. 313.
II554.5)30.67.175.587,66.586.506.97. 261.5811.66.555*.III.99. 345. 3*8. 648. 550.50).7*.373. 303.87.87.
86.53.30.
65III.108.67.565.160.74, 186. 106.503. 220.lOS,81. 572. 552. 118. 3*5. 306. 282. 550, 501.18. 367. 296.15.$0.
I.61.32.
75II.559.65.170.566.72. 584. 100.97. 222.ISO.85. 1,2.ISO.115.31.0. 316. 284. 592. 101.78. 373. 303.7*.90.
52.61.36.
IIII.19.67. 162. 555.77,164. 506.106, 222. III.Ii. ISO. I'?.1511.336. 306. 232. 550.506.89. 360. 2*6,95.85.
5*.80,40.
II514.lOS.75.578. 172.7).546. 113.505. 225.5138.5).565. 562. 124. 386. 30?. 2*9.ISO.507.66. 375. 308.18.66.
06.67.*1,
101114.99,57.5555.555,14, 546. 107.513. 211, III.II.10*.556. 153. 382. 303. 257. IS). 509.95, 355. 285. 507.97.
500.83.5*.
III122.107.18.172. 105.55. 558.55*,158. 255. 537.92. 511. 17.5.387. II?. 267. 157. Ill.II, 57). 300.85.90.
67.73.511.
121525. 509.78. 173. 568.U. 556.ISO. 107.2305. 200.95. III.1156.Ill. 350. 320. 746. 580. Ill.5*. 373. 303.84.9).
500.67.82.
555114.99.73.181.lOS.78. 186. 506.519. 217. 1*4.*4. lAO.555.155. 350. 255. 2*3. 575.101.59, 369. .299.500. 107.
85.52.
565 .99. 6.558.151.66. 566.506.502.1.16, 575.II. 168.101. 1*0, 3)5. 288, 1.55.572.1111.76. 572. .305.00, Ii).
85. 4
555 .509. 1.ISO.lOS,75.5*6.555. 590. 25*. 5*2.$1. 580. 171.ISO. 380. 299. 235. 1*1. Ill.87.362.35). 512. 523.
6.97.
165 4.¶59. .556.151.66, 186.506.509. 216. 184.82. ISO.555.151. 585. 2117. 258. 575. 161.80. 362. 290.507. 1)4.
3.112. Ill47,552.500. ISO.179.16. 566.506. 123.2555.500.II. 20).lOIS,586. 369. 292. 1.40. 192,III).II.3556. .307.103. 130.
16.86.50.
III 3.III.26. .513.568.66.1855.506.112. 21*. 171.*5. 561. 17*. Ill. 384. 252. 235. 180. IS).79. 56*.2115.53.116,
9.79.36. III 19.lOS.77.It.5.160,75. 189,514. 153, 222.III.*1. 583.1711.550. 385. 308. 240, 160. ISO.87, 552, 356. 509.52).
5,115.55.
105135,510.78.572. 141.78.553.116.97. 238.1112.85.1111.Ill.1150.368. 298. 240. 582, 116.*8,13*3.511.117. 528.
12€.503.51.
2111)4.¶59.89.5611.558.15.5855.52?.5511.222. 505.59.1111.Ill.ISO. 532. 355. 1.83.15$.III.02. 301, 290.90. 503.
10$,153.55.
22151.9.508,61.553,ISO.78.5*0.1)7.527. 232.585.88. 583.510. 535. 380. 357. 286.559.123, 505. 357, 261.508.32.
¶56.96.52.
25151.5.99.67.566.155.08. 566.500.110. 220.186.II. 118.5555,183. 332. 1505. 235. 517. ISO.02. 367,1.96.lOS.50*.
550.II.*4.
plusland) by 44 (residence zones), but because of space limitations
the sample tables present information for only 23 of the zones.
The first price table, Exhibit A.9, shows the expected prices of
each housing type in each residence zone for the current period of
the simulation model. These expected prices are used by the model to
determine current-period supply activities and demand allocations.
Exhibit A.1O shows the one-period equilibrium price determined by
the model for the current period. Since it is assumed that market
prices do not adjust instantaneously, the expected prices for the next
period are a weighted average of current-period expected and one-
period equilibrium prices. The differences between this period's and
next period's expected prices are shown in Exhibit A.11. The final
summary, Exhibit A.12, shows the location rents calculated for each
housing type and each zone.
Although many types of reports are available within the Detroit
Prototype, additional tables can easily be added for special purposes.
New options can be added to the print control vector fairly easily,
or this feature can be bypassed, and output can be printed by































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The computer program is mostly written in FORTRAN IV, for the
IBM 360 series. The few assembly language routines used are self-
contained subroutines which perform specialized functions such as
manipulating characters for creating plots and reading elapsed CPU
time. The program is a composite of many subroutines. This allows
convenient local modifications to be made with generally good
assurance of a successful subsequent run. On the other hand, the
program makes extensive use of the overlay option in order to
economize on restricted core space. The use of this option demands
considerable sophistication about data storage on disks and its
subsequent retrieval. Experienced programmers who are
knowledgeable about these methods should find it relatively easy to
modify the program. However, inexperienced programmers will
discover that modifications appear to be simple, but that somehow
subsequent simulation runs are never successful.
Table A.3
Submodels and Subroutines

























































Theoperational model consists of a main program and eleven
overlay segments. These eleven segments in turn comprise 26
subroutines and 25 named block common storage areas. Table A.3
shows the relation of the seven submodels to the subroutines and
block common areas. Figure A.2 is a schematic of the model's overlay
structure. The relative positions of overlays alpha, beta, and delta
depend on the size of the problem being attacked. In the Detroit
Prototype program, alpha is located about 71,000 bytes from the
origin; beta, about 120,000 bytes; and delta, about 191,000 bytes.
Maximum core requirements vary according to the compiler used,
but the maximum core size is determined by the end of DEMND in
the Detroit Prototype, and it is about 229,000 bytes from the origin.
Generally, additional amounts of core are required for various
system-monitoring and program-linking routines; so the Detroit
Prototype program requires approximately 250K bytes of nonsystem
core.